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Testimonials:

Daniel L.: “It all started 6 years ago when my wife and I got married. We were told by
 friends and family to take out life insurance. While going through that process, I
 thought maybe I would be denied because I had 2-3 kidney stones a year and IBS
 (irritable bowel syndrome).

Much to my surprise I was denied, but not because the above mentioned. My
 Triglycerides (related to unhealthy cholesterol) were too high. At the time I had about
 a 6-8 level of Triglycerides. A normal range; low risk is 1.7 and above normal 1.7-2.25,
 needless to say I was in the extreme risk area. Over the next 5 years I went through a
 battery of different meal planning and doctor prescribed medication. About a year
 ago, after being on all these meds for some time and even mixing in some physical
 activity, my count was now at 9. Talk about a surprise!

Finally my family doctor sent me to a specialist to get specialized/intensified drugs to
 force it down, again 3 months later, I was now at a level of 11. At this high level count
 I was at significant risk for pancreatitis. It was still very hard to believe my life was at
 such risk since I physically didn’t see or feel anything. It was at this time that some
 good friends introduced me to the mangosteen and minerals product, which in short
 provided me with all my daily nutrients, vitamins, 65 major and minor trace minerals,
 antioxidants, and over 140 different natural healing components from the mangosteen
 superfruit.

I really wanted to put the mangosteen and minerals product to the test. For 3 months I
 took 2 ounces of the mangosteen and minerals product in the morning, afternoon and
 evening. During these 3 months I did not observe any strict meal planning, take any
 prescribe medications or even work out that much. When the 3 months was up, I got
 my blood tested again. I was now down from a level of 11 to 5. Not only was my level
 significantly lower, but I was also no longer suffering from IBS and kidney stones
 (neither of which doctors could figure out nor remedy).

Fast forward 6 months and not only am I still no longer suffering from the IBS and
 kidney stones, but my Triglycerides are now in a safe level and I just signed off on a
 20 year 1 MILLION dollar life insurance plan.  I will never stop taking the mangosteen
 and minerals product because of all the added health benefits it gives. Thank you and
 may anyone who reads this seriously consider taking it for issues they may be suffering
 from, or want to prevent them from happening. ”

Daniel L.
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